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Due to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, we are going to
have our September member meeting virtually at 7 pm, September
22nd (fourth Tuesday) via “Zoom” meeting software.
Click Zoom meeting link below. This will allow up to 100
WCABA members to listen in and watch our Beekeeping 101
session as well as conducting a Q&A.
You do not need to sign up for an account to join the meeting
just a device and internet connection are required. If you are
planning to join from an iPhone or iPad, be sure to download this
application first: https://apps.apple.com/us/app/zoom-cloudmeetings/id546505307
We look forward to seeing you Tuesday night @ 7PM!
Topic: September Virtual Member Meeting
Time: Sep 22, 2020 07:00 PM Central Time (US and Canada)
Join Zoom Meeting https://us02web.zoom.us/j/5711855597
Dial in: +1 346 248 7799
Meeting ID: 571 185 5597\
PROGRAM
Topic: Mentoring - Speaker: Intro-Phil Anslie,
Presentation - Alaine Heivilin, Lampasas, Texas.
Topic: Hives for Heroes - Speaker: Steve Jimenez
A national military veteran non-profit organization focusing on
honey bee conservation, suicide prevention, and a healthy transition
from service. A national network of beekeepers and veterans
providing purpose, education, and healthy relationships fostering a
lifelong hobby in beekeeping. Started in Houston Texas, it quickly
grew into nationwide organization seeking to serve veterans who
have selflessly served our country, and through beekeeping, “we
can support them.”
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Hives for Heroes
Hives for Heroes is a national military veteran nonprofit organization focusing on honey bee conservation,
suicide prevention, and a healthy transition from
service. Through the national network of beekeepers
and veterans, we provide purpose, education, and
healthy relationships fostering a lifelong hobby in
beekeeping.

submitted by Linda Russell

www.hivesforheroes.com

NewBEE veterans and Mentors enjoy the therapeutic process of beekeeping and build
healthy relationships in communities across America. Beekeeping is unique, allowing a
beekeeper to suit up, overcome fear, accomplish a goal through process-oriented techniques,
and walk away with a sense of accomplishment. This practice can easily translate to their
personal and professional lives when dealing with PTSD and other traumas from service.
While there is often a fear associated with bees, when you are careful and respect them, they
will continue with their work.
After military service, many veterans often fall into
depression, unhealthy relationships, and addictive
behaviors which lead to feeling alone, isolated, or
becoming suicidal. A veteran mentor in Houston
struggled in all of these areas, turned to alcohol to cope,
then attempted to take his life in 2017. With a newfound
outlook on life, the passion to serve others and connect
with other veterans going through similar situations is the
motivation for his involvement.
Another veteran in Texas joined Hives for Heroes
because of their love for science, bees, and learning. Their
desire and passion to acquire knowledge has motivated
them to deeply connect with mentors in advanced
beekeeping activities like queen rearing. Through the
nationwide network of beekeepers, Hives for Heroes is
able to connect and empower veterans in their pursuit of
purpose and joy.

The Joy of Beekeeping

Hives for Heroes wants to connect people. By bettering the lives of individuals, there is a
positive impact on their community and ultimately the world. Through honey bee
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conservation, there is a common
goal for NewBEEs, Mentors, and
Volunteers to work towards.
Please check out our website,
www.hivesforheroes.com, for ways
to get involved and support Hives
for Heroes through donations,
merchandise sales from our shop,
and/or volunteering!
For
those
interested
in
beekeeping, both NewBEE veterans
and Mentors can apply online at
www.hivesforheroes.com/the-hive.

Working with bees can be very therapeutic.

Hives for Heroes is expanding rapidly nationwide and is constantly searching for
accomplished beekeeping mentors who have at least 3 years of experience and are able to
train veterans.
Check us out @hivesforheroes on social media and use our hashtags #saveBEESsaveVETS
#BEEaHero.

Working with others builds relationships
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Research Pearls
Bees recognize that six is more than four
A new study at the University of Cologne proves that insects can
perform basic numerical cognition tasks. Their neuronal network can
also be used to perform successful machine learning. Experiments
showed that insects such as honeybees can actually "count" up to a
certain number of objects. For example, bees were able to compare
sets of objects and evaluate whether they were the same size or
whether one set was larger than the other, said Hannes Rapp,
explaining the underlying question of what is known as numerical
cognition. For example, the bee recognized that six diamonds are
Phil Anslie - President
more than four circles.
So far, it has been unclear how the neuronal network for this cognitive ability is constructed.

Dance of the honey bee reveals fondness for strawberries
Bees are pollinators of many wild and crop plants, but in
many places their diversity and density is declining. A
research team from the Universities of Göttingen, Sussex
and Würzburg has now investigated the foraging behavior of
bees in agricultural landscapes. To do this, the scientists
analyzed the bees' dances, which are called the "waggle
dance." They found out that honey bees prefer strawberry
fields, even if they flowered directly next to the oilseed rape
fields. Only when oilseed rape was in full bloom were fewer
honey bees observed in the strawberry field. Wild bees, on the other hand, consistently chose the
strawberry field. The results have been published in the journal Agriculture, Ecosystems &
Environment.
University of Göttingen

Honey bee colonies more successful by foraging on non-crop fields
Honey bee colonies foraging on land with a strong cover of clover species and alfalfa do more
than three times as well than if they are put next to crop fields of sunflowers or canola, according
to a study just published in Scientific Reports by an Agricultural Research Service (ARS)
scientist and his colleagues.
“Our results provide land managers and scientists with methods to evaluate the relationship
between bees and the landscape. For beekeepers, it provides a basis for making decisions about
where to put their apiaries for the summer and fall after crop pollination ends so that the colonies
will be in a position to build up robust healthy numbers in time for the migration to California for
almond pollination,” Anderson added.
The Agricultural Research Service is the U.S. Department of Agriculture's chief scientific inhouse research agency.
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Biologists identify honeybee 'clean' genes known for improving survival
According to genomics research conducted at York
University, the key to breeding disease-resistant honeybees
could lie in a group of genes known for controlling hygienic
behavior that enable colonies to limit the spread of harmful
mites and bacteria.
Some worker honeybees detect and remove sick and dead
larvae and pupae from their colonies. This hygienic behavior,
which has a strong genetic component, is known to improve
the colony's chance of survival. The researchers narrowed in
on the "clean" genes that influence this behavior to
Hygienic bees removing infected pupa
understand the evolution of this unique trait.
In the study, the biologists sequenced the genomes of three honeybee populations; two of them
bred to express highly hygienic behavior and a third population with typical hygiene. Brock
Harpur, Zayed's former doctoral student who is now an assistant professor at Purdue University's
Department of Entomology, examined the genomes of bees from each of these three populations
and looked for areas that differ between the unhygienic and hygienic bees. Harpur pinpointed at
least 73 genes that likely control this hygienic trait. "Now that we have identified these candidate
genes, we can look for the mechanisms of hygienic behavior and begin to develop tools for
beekeepers to breed healthier colonies," explained Harpur.

September is National Honey Month
Did You Know?: National Honey Month, initiated
by the National Honey Board in 1989, marks an
important time for honey producers and beekeepers
across the nation. In the United States, honey
collection season typically concludes in September
as bees begin to secure their hives and prepare for
winter.
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reprint from: Kelly Beekeeping Newsletter/August

Raw Honey vs. Regular Honey (processed)*

The Difference
Why buy the bland grocery store version when you can reap the benefits of raw honey? Anyone can buy a
bottle of grocery store honey, but that doesn’t mean you’re getting the true honey experience. Those who
settle for regular honey* are missing out on a world of unique flavors and characteristics. Every spoonful of
raw honey is a sweet tribute to the hive it came from, and no two bottles are the same. What separates the two
kinds of honey?
How It’s Made
All honey starts at the same source: the harvest from a honey bee
hive. Beekeepers remove the bee frames from their hives and
place them in a honey extractor. The extractor spins the frames,
releasing the honey so that it drips down to the bottom of the
extractor’s drum. From there, beekeepers filter (strains) the honey
to remove debris, such as wax or pieces of honeycomb. This is the
end of the extracting process of raw honey. However, regular
honey* then goes through a pasteurization process, which
involves heating the honey to a high temperature to destroy the
microorganisms within it. Pasteurization also gives honey a
clearer, more uniform appearance. However, this process means
that regular honey* lacks many of the characteristics that make
raw honey so special.
Health Benefits
Apart from the pasteurization process, the biggest difference
between raw honey and regular honey is the health benefits of
each. Honey straight from the hive contains many nutrients and
other beneficial elements. Raw honey naturally contains
impurities like bits of pollen or propolis. These natural substances
contain anti-inflammatory and antibacterial properties. Raw honey is also bursting with enzymes,
antioxidants, and vitamins. Regular honey loses these properties when it undergoes the pasteurization process.
While this process kills bacteria, it also ends up destroying many of raw honey’s beneficial nutrients. As such,
if you enjoy a spoonful of honey to soothe a sore throat, raw honey is the way to go.
Taste
Each bottle of raw honey comes with its own unique color, texture, and flavor. These characteristics are the
result of the local pollen that exists within raw honey. Some types of raw honey even hold a flavor that matches
the flowers the honey bees foraged from while making that season’s honey. For example, a hive that mainly
pollinates blueberry plants will produce honey that holds a subtle blueberry tang. When manufacturers remove
the pollen and other natural elements during pasteurization, the honey loses that touch of something special.
Superior Choice
Raw honey often takes a little more effort and money to obtain, but it’s easily the superior choice. If you can’t
get enough of this golden treat, be sure to visit your local farmers market or your friendly neighborhood
beekeeper. The more you support beekeepers and their honey bees, the more we can enjoy all the benefits of
Raw, Local Honey.
Editor note: Regular honey* in this article refers to honey that has been heated, pasteurized, and most likely filtered to
remove pollen, etc. from the finished product.
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My Experience with Africanized Bees

Submitted by Shannon Montez, Vice President

There is nothing more dreadful than dealing with mean, mean, bees. For the
last two years, my hives have continued to be an attractive home for
Africanized bees. I think that I finally have right sized my hives, but it has
certainly been a learning experience.
Although I’m not a new beekeeper, I am still trying to figure out what I’m
doing. I’m never sure if they’re a little testy because of the weather or
because I accidently squished one of their friends or if they are just plain old
mean.
Last summer, I realized that one of my hives had been taken over by
African bees. Every time I inspected the mean hive, I had bees buzz-diving
my head and desperately trying to sting me anyplace they could find an
opening. There were several times when I found myself running around our
pine trees trying to escape from the bees. Then I’d catch my breath and head
back in to finish out the inspection. I would always save the worst hive for
last. Then when I’m done, I’d attempt to run with my wagon full of supplies
while the bees signaled to their friends to continue buzz diving my head
while I tried to leave. I am sure it was a sight for sore eyes; an alien in a Shannon still figuring out what to do.
white costume running frantically attempting to open the garage door in her
beekeeping gloves; desperately hoping that I’d outrun her followers.
What started as one Africanized hive seemed to turn into 3 mean hives.
Although Africanized hives are terrible to inspect, they do produce a ton of
honey. When all the other hives produced sufficient honey, the mean hive
produced what seemed triple the amount of honey of my other hives. After
a few failed attempts at replacing the queen, I’ve been able to requeen one
the hives by splitting the original hive.
Finding the queen was very difficult. Because the hive was so abundant
with bees, each frame that I inspected never yielded a queen. When
inspecting each frame did not work, I tried to shake all the bees onto the
bottom box, move the brood up, use a queen excluder with no frames in the
bottom hoping that all the bees would go up and leave the queen to fend
Keeping an eye on the bees is important
for herself. When I went back the next day to try to find
the queen, this did not work either because there were still
a significant number of bees in the bottom and try as I
might, the queen was nowhere to be found. I eventually
decided to split the hive into three hives, separating them
far enough away from the original hive. It was mass chaos
at the hives. When I went back a day or two later, things
had calmed down and I was able to find the queen.
One of the things I found difficult in addition to dealing
with the mean hive was trying to find a replacement queen
and have it delivered in time enough to install it in the
Harmony in the bee yard at last
hive. Many places online did not have queens available
for weeks out. The challenge was if I killed the queen too early, I may not get a new queen on time. It’s a
delicate balance, but I’ve been able to requeen the mean hives and hope that things stay calm for a
while. When the hives were Africanized, I could not go near the hives without risk of getting stung. That’s
changed and I can now go back to observing the bees at the entrance nearby. SM
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Scholarship Splits Requeened Successfully
2020 Scholarship Recipients returned to the Georgetown Heritage
Garden as scheduled on Thursday, August 27th to check the Vertical
Split (piggyback) hive for readiness to receive a new fall queen. After
assessing the quantity of stores, the amount of brood, the presence of
nurse bees covering the brood, and the absence of queen cells, the
recipients were instructed to install the caged queen that had been
ordered for the piggyback nuc.
This is a major step forward in the Scholarship Program. Instead of
waiting until the second year to address the major task of “splitting”
the hive, the recipients have a hands-on experience dividing the hive
in a managed process. This satisfies the natural impulse that occurs in
the bees each spring in the bee yard and is a process that many
Aydon Guevara studiously looking for eggs
newbies have to learn on their own or suffer the potential loss when
their beehives swarm naturally. This step not only helps discourage spring
swarming but offers opportunity to maintain a robust spring population of
foragers, and even allows for requeening the parent
colony.
Two weeks later on Thursday, September 10th the
recipients gathered again to perform the all-important
check of the hive to see if the new queen was
accepted in the piggyback split, and if the old queen
was still present in the parent colony.
Success!! All the fall queens were out and laying
eggs (a lot of eggs), and the field force was bringing
in an abundance of fresh (bright yellow) pollen to
promote brood rearing. The queens in the bottom
parent hive were there still performing their duties.
Garrett puts queen into piggyback nuc. Emily Inserts her caged Queen

New Fall Queen in piggyback nuc (on top) with abundant pollen stores

Original queen in parent colony (below) with plenty of sealed brood
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More Scholarship Pictures – Successful Requeening

Inspection Done - Queens Confirmed… A Good team- Julie and
Sterling Kinghorn are a good pair as they are into their second year
in beekeeping, learning more every day

Something to Smile About...Emily Griffis shows off her new
Fall Queen transversing a frame of freshly laid eggs

In Conclusion…
Splitting the hive for the first time
is a big hurdle for these youngsters,
and they all managed the basics as
they increase their knowledge of
the art of beekeeping and stayed
with the program protocol.
Jimmie Oakley – Scholarship Chair

Job Well Done: Emily poses with her hive and
mother, Misty, as they show satisfaction with
the results of the day’s activities
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Membership Report: Shirley Doggett
Membership Report August 2020
New members
Jim Cuzzort.
Connie Borkland.
Davenport family.

Thrall
Cedar Park
Hickory Creek

Thanks
Shirley

Membership RENEWALS being accepted NOW!

Want to beat the New Year rush in renewing your membership in WCABA?
All membership application for new and renewing members submitted after October 1st will be applied to
the next calendar year. Use form below and help Shirley out by sending in your renewal early this year.

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

WILLIAMSON COUNTY AREA BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION

Dues: $20.00 per year - individual or $25.00 - family membership
New Member / Renewing Member
(circle one)
Date:______________________

Name:___________________________________________________Amount: $ ____________
Cash or Check #_________
Address:______________________________________________________________________
City/State/Zip:_________________________________________________________________
Phone: (

)____________________ e-mail:_______________________________________
(please print)

To save postage cost may we send your Newsletter via e-mail? Yes[
] No[
]
Instructions: print , fill out, and bring to club meeting , or mail with check to Membership

Mrs. Shirley Doggett - 400 C. R. 440 - Thrall, TX 76578 - Ph.512/924-5051
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Williamson County Area Beekeeping Association
Virtual Board meeting July 23rd, 2020
Members Present:

Phil Ainslie, Linda Russell, Jimmie Oakley, Gillian Mattinson, Shannon Montez, Barbi Rose, Matt Ludlum, Shirley Doggett,
Chris Huck
Member Absent: - Chris Doggett, Rachel Glass, Ginny Stubblefield, Melissa Henry
The virtual meeting opened at 7 pm and hosted by Matt.
Members present accepted the minutes from the previous meeting.
Matt Lundlum and Linda Russell- presented the information on the speakers for the July members meeting. Speakers to be
James and Chari Elam, co-owners of Texas Bee Supply. Updated information on how to attend the meeting to be provided to
members via the newsletter. August speakers will be Alaine Heivilin- questions and answer, and Hives for Heroes.
Shirley Doggett provided a membership report. As of date, there are 40 new members, bringing the overall membership to 182
members.
Barbi Rose provided a treasury report. Outgoings - previous gift to Randy Oakley for work with the scholarship program.
Insurance for travel and general liability. The bee rider is on the primary policy. Yearly liability cost is $300. The association
has recently purchased strainers and an uncapping knife to replace worn equipment. Currently the members have access to two
sets of extracting equipment. Discussion took place as to purchase of a further set. This was not deemed necessary at this time
as four people can use the extractor per week. Members are encouraged to donate a jar of honey if they utilize the extraction
equipment. The honey sold at the Hill Country Fair goes to support the scholarship program. Unfortunately, due to the current
climate, the Hill Country Fair is cancelled.
The refractometer will be housed at the honey house and members can bring the honey to be tested there due to the fragile
nature of the equipment.
Jimmie Oakley provided an update on the newsletter and the scholarship program. Jimmie has kindly taken on the role of
editor at the request of Chris Doggett. It may be beneficial for several board members to have access to the mail-chimp
platform. Jimmie reported that he has enough material for the upcoming newsletter. Discussion ensued regarding including the
minutes of the board meetings in the newsletter. The board agreed to do so.
Update on the scholarship recipients. All the hives of the 2019 recipients have now been cleared from the community garden
and taken to the recipients’ home. The 2020 recipients are progressing well and will soon be treating the hives for varroa
mites. They will be providing articles to be included in the newsletter.
Election of Offices 2021: The following positions will be available: President, secretary and possibly Historian. Discussion
took place as to how to vote for officers during the current situation, as it is very unlikely an in person meeting will occur in
the near future. It was agreed upon that votes would be via email and to use the current 2020 members and all who have
renewed their membership. Volunteers for the positions are welcomed and a sub committee comprising Linda Russell, Gillian
Mattinson, Barbi Rose and Shannon Montez was set-up to obtain candidates.
Review of the board's constitution. The constitution will be reviewed by the committee members before the next board
meeting and any proposed changes will be brought to the floor at that time.
Equipment Review. The board watched an advert for an electric hive lifter to determine if it would be a useful addition for our
association to purchase http://behivelifters.com . Currently the members have access to a 2-man hive lift. The board was
undecided on the purchase due to concerns in the area of price, noise of the machine, maintenance and practicality of loaning
out the equipment. Further information will be gathered as to what equipment other clubs offer.
A member volunteered to lend WCABA a Provap 110 oxalic acid vaporizer. This was a very generous offer but after
discussion it was determined that WCABA could not accept the offer.
A list of equipment that WCABA has to loan to its members is on the home page. It will be updated to include the solar wax
melter and the refractometer.
Meeting closed at 8.08 pm
Next Board Meeting:- September,17th 2020 at 7 pm
Minutes taken by Gillian Mattinson, Secretary.
Accepted on 09/17/2020
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Williamson County Area Beekeeping Association
Virtual - Meeting Summary - August 25th meeting.
The meeting was held on the virtual platform and was opened by Phil Ainslie, President.
President’s Announcements
● There is a great need for mentors for our fellow members, so if you are interested please
contact a board member.
● If you are interested in being on the swarm capture list, please contact a board member
and you can be added to our list. Likewise, if you wish to be removed let us know so we
can provide current contacts on the WCABA website.
● The WCABA elections will be held in the Fall. The position of President and Secretary
will be voted upon. If you would like to run for either of these positions, please contact a
board member.
Beekeeping Presentation - Natural Beekeeping - Top Bar Hives presented by Les Crowder.
A very informative and lively presentation with questions and answers occurring during, and
after the talk. Questions were asked via the “chat” feature or verbally. Barbi Rose facilitated the
meeting platform. Great discussion and questions around the subject and various ideas on top bar
hive fabrication.
Members Present:- 34 virtual participants .
Phil Ainslie, President, closed the meeting.
The next meeting will be held on Tuesday September 22 nd at the Georgetown Library. The
presentation will be “Mentoring, what's going on in the hive right now and what's coming and
“Hives for Heroes”
Gillian Mattinson.
Secretary, W.C.A.B.A.
P.S. Please consider attending your next meeting. The presentation will be “Mentoring, what's
going on in the hive right now and what's coming “and “Hives for Heroes”.
It is good to see familiar faces, so come and join. If you are bashful, you can also attend without
your camera on! You have an opportunity to ask questions, type questions or just listen to the
presentation. See you Tuesday!
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Williamson County Area Beekeepers Association

Treasurer's Report - Sept 2020 Executive Meeting
Profit and Loss
Date Range: 2020-01-01 to 2020-09-16
ACCOUNTS
Income
Direct Public Support - Queen/Princess Program
Program Income - Bee Procurement
Program Income - Membership Dues
Total Income

Jan 01, 2020 to Sept 16, 2020
$1,000.00
$45,135.00
$3,608.00
$49,743.00

Cost of Goods Sold
Bees
Total Cost of Goods Sold

$37,769.25
$37,769.25

Gross Profit

$11,973.75

Operating Expenses
Donations and Gifts
Honey Extracting Equipment
Insurance
Permits
Scholarship Program Expenses
Speaker Fees
Travel Expenses
Venue Rental Expense
Website Maintenance and Online Meetings
Total Operating Expenses

$829.85
$390.30
$1,207.00
$100.00
$4,380.98
$300.00
$176.98
$400.00
$283.79
$8,068.90

Net Profit

$3,904.85

Balance Sheet
As of 2020-05-21
ACCOUNTS
Assets
Total Cash and Bank
Total Other Current Assets
Total Long-term Assets
Total Assets
Liabilities
Total Liabilities
Equity
Total Other Equity
Total Retained Earnings
Total Equity

16-Sep-20
$26,081.87
$0.00
$0.00
$26,081.87
$0.00
$0.00
$26,081.87
$26,081.87
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ANNOUNCING: Sticky Situation

Barking Armadillo Brewing
Introducing Sticky Situation - a honey lemon ale brewed in collaboration with the
Brookwood in Georgetown or BiG! The Citizens of BiG named this beer and
harvested and bottled this local wildflower honey. We added 40 lbs of their honey
into this brew along with all Texas grains, added some lemon zest for a subtle
citrus hint, and utilized a Norwegian Kveik yeast to impart a crisp, clean finish.
The best part about this beer is that a portion of proceeds will be donated back to
support the Citizens’ programs at BiG! This non-profit organization’s mission is
“to provide an educational environment that creates meaningful jobs, builds a
sense of belonging and validates dignity and respect for adults with disabilities”.
Visit Barking Armadillo Brewing at 507 River Bend Dr., Georgetown, TX
(512) 240-5137 https://barkingarmadillo.com
Shop and dine at BiG at 905 N.Church St,
Georgetown,TX brookwoodingeorgetown.org
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